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Major McCoy to Conduct War Department Inspection
is

OFFICIALS
Bob Pope To Play For STUDENT
PLAN ENGINEERING
Annual Block "C" Dance ARCHITECTURE DAY
THRONGS TO ATTEND
DANCES AND GAMES

Cage Captain

Student Committeemen Take
Great Interest In Plans;
Faculty Cooperates

Misses Blanche Culvern, Helen Clark, Frances Lee
Huff To Sponsor
Event
As a climax to the interesting
program of week-end festivities
under the supervision
of the
Block C Club, Bob Pope will
bring his Hotel Charlotte orchestra to Clemson tomorrow night
for a brilliant seTies of dances.
The Bolck C members have planned an elaborate program featuring dances Friday and Saturday nights and a football game
Saturday afternoon and a host of
high school students and oldgrads will *be on the campus as
guests of the club.
Misses Blanche Culvern, Helen
■Clark, and Frances Lee Huff
have been named sponsors for
the event. They will be escorted
by the officers of the club.
(Continued on page two)
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COPELAND SETS EXHIBIT
HOURS AND FEATURES

FOUR MEN TAPPED
FOR SCIENCE FRAT

Pete
Spearman,
flashy
Tiger guard, who was honored by his team mates
Tuesday by being elected to
the honorary captaincy of
the '36 baskeball team.
Spearman is a senior and
has served his last term on
the hardwood.

Athanor Inducts Wearn, Terrell, Ray, Paulsen and
Waters Into Chemistry Group

Honor Engineering
Group Taps Three

INITIATION BEGINS

Rickards, Rogers, And Giles
Pledged By Local Chapter
At a recent meeting of the AtOf Tau Beta Pi
hanor, local honorary scholastic
chemistry fraternity, one junior
At a recent meeting of the
and four outstanding members of local chapter of Tau Beta Pi,
the sophomore chemistry school national honorary engineering
were pledged to the organization. scholastic fraternity, three out(FOUR SOPHOMORES
standing members of the Junior
The men pledged to the frater- class were pledged to the organinity are R. B. Wearn member of zation. The men pledged are T.
the Junior class and E. C. Ray, M. Rickards, W- M. Rodgers and
G. E. Paulsen, IL. E. Terrell and
E. S. Giles.
A. R. Waters sophomores. The
LONG INITIATION
two weeks informal initiation
According to S. M. Orr, presiperiod will close with the formal dent of the local organization,
initiation and a banquet just the informal initiation period
prior to the spring holidays.
will last for three weeks ending
POPUXiAR FRATERNITY
just previous to the annual
The Athanor is the only che- spring holidays. The formal inimical fraternity on the campus tiation will be held the last of
and since its organization several the month.
years ago it has rapidly gained
POPULAR STUDENTS
in popularity and now stands out
T. M. Rickards, a member of
as one of the most popular scien- the Taps Staff is a supply sertific fraternities on the Clemson geant; W- M. Rodgers of Greencampuswood who was recently elected
secretary of the YMCA for the
1936-37 session is also a supply
sergeant; and E- S. Giles of
Greenwood, majoring in electriThe more you cheat the Ameri- cal engineering, is a sergeant.
liARGE MEMBERSHIP
can people, the more they love it.
The local chapter of Tau Beta
—Sherrill
Pi has a total membership of
The senior privates are the twenty members consisting of
sloppiest drillers I have ever students majoring in both electrical and mechanical engineerBeen.
—dlrearley ing-

By Their Words

NOTICE
I'll tell you some more good
According to an announcement
experiences later, but let's go on
from Randy Hinson, the time of
with the lesson now—Ramsey the annual Block "C" banquet
tomorrow night has been changI asked you that question be- ed from seven o'clock to sevencause I knew you didn't know thirty. Campus people intending
the answer.
to attend the affair are asked
—Holmes to take note of the time change.

Sixteen Inducted
By Block <C
Sixteen Clemson athletes
and one manager were awarded Block "C" sweaters
at the meeting of the Athletic Board which mit yesterday. Seven of this number
were members of the varsity
basketball team, while the
rest were on the varsity boxing roster, including the one
manager. Eight of the men
will wear the monogram for
the first time. Cage players
who received theirs for the
first time were Clarence Rice,
Ed Kitchens, and Bob Cheves, the pugilists were Teddy
Boselli, "Ripper" Murray, Bob
Jones, Mac Nathans,
and
Jack Mikell (Manager).
The other men include Tom
Brown,
Clyde Pennington,
Bill Bryce, and Pete Spearman of the basketball squad;
and Captain Cliff Henley,
Roddy Kissam, T. S. McConnell, "Rubber" Dawson, and
Jackie Williams of the boxing team.

According to W. E. Copeland,
Chairman of the Engineering-Architecture Day Committee, definite exposition dates have been set for
March 27 and 28. Exhibits will be
open from 2 P. Ml. till 10 P M.
Friday and from 8:30 till 12 noon
Saturday.
A full-dress parade has been
planned for Friday afternoon, and
a prominent speaker will address
the cadets at the chapel hour Friday. From 12:15 till 12:30 on Saturday, March 21, a radio program
in charge of the committee will be
heard over W. A. I. M. Anderson.
MANY EXHIBITS
The Exposition will show many
interesting and more or less spectacular applications of science, engineering, and architecture Among
the numerous displays one will see
a miniature of the Santee-Cooper
Project; works of art by students Tom Brown And Clyde Pen(Continued on page two)
nington Elected Alternate Captains By
Lettermen

War Problems
Will Feature
Annual Review
PARADES, DRILLS TO
FEATURE PROGRAM
Representative Of Fourth
Courps Area Commander
To Spend Two Days
Here

Major Frank L. McCoy, Inspecting officer of the Clemson
Corps of Cadets in '35, will again
conduct the annual spring inspection to be held April 29-30,
according to information from
the War Department. McCoy is
from Greenville and is major in
the infantry.
The
Freshman
Sophomore,
and Junior fancy drill platoons
will perform during the two-day
tour; this will be one of the
most important features of the
check-up and will attract many
outsiders.
OTHER FEATURES
The military science
theory
classes "will be examined during
one morning and an inspection
of the barracks and personnel
will follow. The usual noon parade will come on Thursday, April
Pete Spearman was
elected 30 and an exhibition attack by
captain of the past season's var(Continued on page seven)
sity basketball squad at a meeting of the letter men held yesterday afternoon and Tom Brown
and Clyde Pennington were chosen as alternate captainsPete is a veteran of three years
and has contributed much toward the success of Tiger cage
teams during this period.
He Dr. S. W. Anderson, Graduplays a guard position, and, alate of Minnesota, Apthough small in stature, he Is
pointed Chief Aniconsidered one of the best demal Pathologist
fensive men in the conference.
His flashy floorwork will be soreREPORTS IN APRIL
ly missed in the future. Hie is
a native of Anderson, S. C.
Brown and . Pennington have
played together for six years,
According to an announcement
having been on the same junior made early this week by acting
college club.
These two have Dean R. A. McGinty of the
teamed together on many a suc- School of Agriculture, Dr. S- W.
cessful play, Tom with his quick Anderson has recently accepted
passing and Clyde with his accu- a position as Chief Animal Pathrate shooting.
They will gra- ologist at Clemson and will re^
duate in June, and Coach Davis port for duty the first of April,
will have a hard job finding reHAS MANY DEGREES
placements for them. Tom hails
Dr. Anderson holds a B. S,from Cross City, Florida, while degree and a Doctor of Vetinary"
Clyde is a resident of Eastman, Medicine degree from Iowa State
Georgia.
College. He received his Master's degree from V. P. I., and
has attended summer school at
the University of Minnesota for
the past three summers.
THREE DIVISIONS
Dr. Anderson will be connected directly with the Departments
can best be described as the of Animal Husbandry, Poultry
"Guard Room Cowboy".
The Husbandry and Dairying.
His
Guard Room Cowboy, is the bane work is to be in connection with
of the Guard detail's existence certain livestock diseases in the
and the reason why Officers of state. H)e will begin work immethe Guard go A. W. O. L.
diately upon his arrival on the
Pages from a faded diary en- campus with contagious abortion
titled "Memoirs of an O. D." de- in cattle and fowl paralysis.
scribe the Guard Room Cowboy
as an individual for whom an WASHINGTON HEARS MARTIN
"Off Limits" sign holds no terProf. S. M. Martin attended
rors- He storms boldly into the the conference of Grand Master
Guard Room at all hours of the Masons in Washington February
day and proceeds to disrupt the 20 to 22.
He also addressed
routine and exasperate the entire the iSpartanburg Masons at their
detail. His favorite habit is to Annual Ladies' night banqnet
(Continued on page two)
February 27-

Spearman Named
'36 Cage Captain

ARMY SERGEANT IS
SENTTOCLEMSON

K. R. Helton Is Transferred
From McClellan For Duty
As Military Instructor
TO TEACH JUNIORS
Due to the large corps of cadets
at Clemson now, Sergeant Kenny
R. Helton has been permanently
stationed here to assist the military
department.
Sergeant Helton first entered the
services in January 1921, began serving with the 4th Infantry on the
west coast. He was moved to the
Hawaiian Islands in 1927, remaining there until 1930 when he went
to Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia. He
has been in the 22nd Infantry at
Georgia and Fort McClellan Alabama for the past six years, serving
as Sergeant Major of the 3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry for a year before being transferred to Clemson.
Sergeant Helton is to instruct
machine gun practice here for the
rest of this semester before taking
over any classes.

Guard Room Boys Prove To
Be A ISuisance To The College
By Uncle Wilkie
During the past decade the
American public has witnessed
the rise of many new public
enemies, bores, pests, etc. The
so called "jazz age" gave us the
"sheik" "louge lizzard", and,
above all, the "drug store cowboy." These types rose to threaten the social security of an entire nation; however a type confined to the Clemson campus alone appeared to menace society.
This "public enemy number
one," who can be recognized by
his principal habit of constantly
hanging around the Guard Room,

DOCTOR ANDERSON
ADDEDJOJACULTY
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New Laboratory Is Established By Extension Service
WinthropYWCA
ANNOUNCEMENT OF Plans Underway For Annual Taps
PROGRAM COMPLETED Presents Programs
Ball; CDA Promises Popular Band
RESEARCH PROJEGT
FOR MAMMOTH AFFAIR Afternoon And Night SerChildress And Bennett To
Show Schedule
vices Are Attended By
Out Novel And
(Continued from page one)
MADEJIYMcGINTY Thursday, March 12—"We're Work
Many; General SecreElaborate Scheme Of
Gigantic Project To Be First
Of Its Kind In The
World
FEDERAL PROJECT

Only Humans."
Friday, March 13—"Collegiate," with Jack Oakie,
Joe Penner, and Frances
Langford. Also Saturday
afternoonSaturday night, March 14—
"The Great Impersonation,"
with Edmund Lowe.
Monday, March 16—"Captain
Blood," with Errol Flynn,
Olivia De Haviland, and
Guy Kibhee. Also Tuesday night.
Tuesday, March 17—"Dangerous," with Bette Davis
Wednesday, March 18—"Mister Hobo," with George
Arliss.

Decoration
Plans are going forward to
make this year's Taps Ball, to be
held April 10 and 11, the most
spectacular event of the year.
The dance is an annual affair
sponsored by the staff of the college annual and is always the
high spot of the spring season.
Arrangements are being made
to bring one of the nation's finest dance bands to the college
to furnish music for the occasion
An announcement will be made
within the next two weeks accordin to R. B. Murphy, president of the Central Dance Association.
A large sum has been appropriated for the erection of the most
lavish decorations ever seen at
a college dance. R. B. Childress,
CDA decorator, and J. M- Bennett, a member of the Taps staff,
have been placed in charge of
transforming the fieldhouse into
a temple of pleasure.
The series will include the formal Taps Ball Friday night, a
tea dance Saturday afternoon,
and an informal dance Saturday
evening.

It was announced here today
by Dean R. A. McGinty of the
School of 'Agriculture and acting
Director of the Experiment Stations of the State that a vegetable-breeding
laboratory, the
first of its kind in the world,
will be established on government property adjacent to the
South Carolina experiment station, six miles west of Charleston, in St. Andrew's parish, by
the United States Department of
Agriculture.
PROJECT PURPOSE
Dr. E. C. Auchter, principal
horticulturist and assistant chief
of the bureau of plant industry
states that the purpose of the
(Continued from page one) ►
laboratory is to breed "highquality, disease-resistant vegetables
better adapted to
the borrow the Guard Room's newsSouthern states."
The labora- papers and magazines with no
tory is a result of the Bankhead- thought of returning them; his
Jones act passed last June by •greatest joy is to sprawl on the
Congress, which authorizes the tables and adjust the radio to
secretary of agriculture to estab- suit his taste. He considers the
lish laboratories of this type for Guard Room phone as a private
the purpose of investigating re- line and takes evident pleasure
in demonstrating to the Sergeant
gional agricultural problems.
Representatives from the U. S. of the Guard at least twice a
Department of Agriculture and week that he can actually get a
men from the agricultural ex- sweet young thing to converse
(Continued from page one)
periment stations
of thirteen with him even though he proDSoutheastern states met at th« ably reverses the charges.
Some of the Guard Room
POPE FAMOUS TRUMPETER
Francis Marion Hotel in CharThough organized only a short
leston yesterday to make plans Cowboy's minor amusements confor the project.
Laboratories sist of pestering the guard detail while ago, Pope's orchestra is
similar to this one will be set ■with questions concerning forma- now being featured at the Hotel
up in other sections of the Uni- tions, spending at least two hours Charlotte in Charlotte, N. C. and
ted States by the Department of setting his watch by the Guard has been given a regular spot
Room
clock,
and constant- on the Columbia Broadcasting
Agriculture, Dr. Auchter stated.
ly requesting chalk to cover half System's programs.
While a
WADE IN CHARGE
The U. S- D. A. has acquired the bulletin board with notices trumpeter with Art Kassel's nota large tract of land near the to the effect that "Cadet Elmer ed "Kassels in the Air," Pope
S. C. Experiment Station upon Zilch has lost a black fountain learned the tricks of the maestro's
•which the breeding work Is to pen somewhere between the Y trade which have enabled him to
develop a musical organization
be done.
Suitable
buildings, and the Engine House.
Just when the Guard Room which is rapidly gaining its place
greenhouses and other facilities
will be provided by the depart- Cowboy attends classes is a mys- among the better known orchesFrom all appearances, he tras. Durin the past few months
ment for the projects. Dr. B. L. tery.
Wade senior Geneticists of the spends his entire time within the the band has gained tremendous
U. S. D. A., will be in charge of immediate vicinity of the Guard popularity in southern collegiate
the work and will be assisted by Room and can be lured away dance circles. In addition to preseveral other well trained scien- only by the desire to sleep. When senting rhythms of the day in a
a dance list is posted he is pleasing manner the organization
tists.
The work of the laboratory virtually in seventh heaven. In features the vocal renditions of
will be carried on entirely with his eagerness to read the list, he vivacious Dixie Southern.
The C- D. A. has announced
federal funds, but the various so manhandles any cadet attempstates concerned will be repre- ting to post his beloved's name that there will be several changcadet
scrawls es from the usual dance schesented on a cooperating council that the poor
which will assist the representa- an illegible line and departs dule—both dances will be inforPar- mal and the Saturday night
tives of the department of agri- muttering maledictions.
Guard dance will begin at eight o'clock
culture in outlining the breeding adoxically enough, the
work and in testing the varieties -Room Cowboy never appears at instead of nine. The dances have
the Guard Room when he should, been made informal for the condeveloped.
as he invariably forgets to be venience of the large number of
CLEMSON DELEGATES
The following men attended inspected when leaving and re- visitors who will wish to attend
the dances as well as other feathe meeting yesterday as repre- turning from week-end leave.
Officers of the Day, Corporals tures of the program. It has also
sentatives of this state and the
college: Acting Dean R. A. Mc- of the Guard, and even the fresh- been announced that the orchesGinty, Professors A. M. Musser, man orderlies have risen In si- tra will present a brief musical
E. B- Edmund, and J. M. Jen- lent revolt against this social program in the mess hall prior
kins.
Representing the South menace. Violence can hardly be to the Friday night dance. The
pest; price list is as follows:
Carolina
Experiment
Station used in eradicating the
CADETS
were E. H. Rawls extension spe- therefore, in desperation, some$1.25
cialist in horticulture and Wi. D. one has sugested that free lunch Friday Night
1.00
Moore, superintendent of the> counters and plush seats be In- Saturday Night
2.00
truck experiment station. Dele- stalled at the Guard Room there- Block Ticket
OUTSIDERS
gates from thirteen other South- by killing the Guard Room Cowkindness.
However, Friday Night
$1.50
eastern state agricultural col- boy with
this is just a fanciful idea with Saturday Night
1.25
leges attended the meeting.
2.50
Dean McGinty states that South no practical value. In fact, no Block Ticket
Carolina and Charleston county suggestions for ridding the camin particular is very fortunate pus of this menace has been ad- Guard Room Cowboy is here to
; <tfA
In being selected as the location vanced, and it appears that the stay.
for this undertaking
Probably 4i^A-A^fc-^^^It>^I*,^Tk.^I*.^^.A. ATA ^y^.-*^*. AVAiTAAtA AT* *TA .*.♦>. ATA JTA JTA j74 A A\ A^t
no greater benefit could come to
the southern gardeners and truck
growers than varieties that are
better adapted to the climatic
soil conditions of this region.
Dr. Auchter of the U. S. D. A.
says that this is the first research station established in America, especially for the breeding of improved varieties of ve- <&
$3.00 UP
getables and that it should have
both national and international
Spring Merchandise Now Coming In.
significance. The introduction of Y
Watch Our Windows For New Styles
species and varieties or vegeLook Your Best for Spring Holidays. V
tables from all over the world
will be seen in the huge project.
SLACKS
SUITS
HATS
SHOES JJ

UNCLE BOOS PUBLIC
ENNUI NUMBER ONE

Bob Pope To Play
For Athletic Ball

of recognized ability; 200 volts of
man-made lightning "safe for a baby
to play with;" a miniature radio
a beam of light; a minature radio
station in operation; a real television
transmitter and receiver in operation;
a mysterious suit case that refuses
to turn corners; and a room in
which the air is more refreshing
than that
of sunny
California.
These are only a few of the masy
amazing things to be seen.
SOUVENIRS GIVEN AWAY
Metal souvenirs will be given
away, but definite plans as to their
nature have not yet been completed.
STUDENTS IN CHARGE
The student committee in charge
of plans for the Exposition as a
whole is composed of W. E. Copeland, General Chairman; C. L. Ruffin, General Publicity Manager;
and W. M. Rodgers, General Secretary and Treasurer.
Departmental heads are M. L.
Miurph, chairman of the Civil Engineering Department; P. D. Huff,
chairman of the Electrical Engineering Department; Earle Phillips,
chairman of the Mechanical Engineering Department; and W. H.
Wallace, chairman of the Architectural Department.
Dean S. B. Earle, faculty chairman, and Professor C H. Topping,
faculty adviser, have shown mucn
interest and have been of invaluable assistance to the committee in
the forming of plans for the Exposition.
;
The usual time for the Exposition
is on Friday only, but due to the
inability of school superintendants and
students to see the Exposition on this
day, the time has been extended to
include Saturday morning. This will
permit interested high school people to take advantage of the opportunity offered them by the Engineering-Architecture Exposition.

tary Present

CABINET ENTERTAINS
Last Sunday afternoon and
night the deputation team representing the Young Women's
Christian Association at Winthrop College was in charge of
the weekly Vesper programs delivered in the local YMCA auditorium.
The delegation was under the
leadership of Miss Eliza Wardlaw, General Secretary of the
Winthrop YW]CA and Miss Anna
Mae Busbee president of the
Winthrop student YMCA organization. Accompanying them and
serving on the program were sixteen members of the YWCA Cabinet at Winthrop.
TWO PROGRAMS
The two programs delivered in
the afternoon and night consisted of talks by members of the
delegation and several musical
selections.
Several news and
travel reels were run at both programs.
MEET WITH CABINET
Following the Sunday night
program the members of the visiting group along with several
Carolina students met the members of the local YMCA Cabinet
at an informal gathering at the
Y Cabin where the local YMCA
executives entertained them.
SHERRILL SPEAKS
Dr. George R. Sherrill was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Pelzer Club at Dave Stansell's
tavern in Greenville last Saturday night.

There are scores and hundreds
of households today where as
much bravery and courage are
demanded of women as was exFor gold is tried in the fire, hibited by Grace Darling, Marie
and acceptable men in the fur- Antoinette, or Joan of Arc.—T.
nace of adversity.—Ecclesiastlcus Deavitt Talmadge.
sggBiaiaaaHaagHHsaiHHBEH

SINCLAIR SERVICE STATION
WASHING, POLISHING, AND GREASING

Sinclair Gas and Oil
QUAKER STATE and PENNZOIL OILS
Will Appreciate Your Business
LEWIS ANDERSON, Manager
BH®HHBBHBJ^HBBHaaHHHBBfflraBSaSBlE^E®HB®Biaaa
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Juniors and Seniors, Use Your Credit.
The greatest man on earth is
.!.
the man who stands most alone.
, ^♦^^^^^^^^^^^^^♦"^^^^^^^^"^^^^♦^"♦^"^^"^♦^^"♦^^♦-^^-^^♦^l
—'George S. Kaufman.
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FOUR OUTSTANDING Kinard, Floyd, Lanham Are Formally Diamond Threat WASHINGTON GROUP
Initiated Into Honor English Frat
CADETS PLEDGED 8Y
NAMESJEW HEAD
Gamma Alpha Mu EnterNeely Issues
H. E. Phillips Elected Presitained At Formal DinHONORFRATERNITY
dent Of Alumni Chapter
ner By Prof. Lane
Warning
Phi Psi, National Textile
Frat, Taps Craig, Cutts,
Stafford and McKenna

INITIATION SOON

To Succeed McCrary

According to an announcement from Coach Neely a person operating under the name
of Eby or Ebie has been canvassing residential sections of
Greenville and Anderson soliciting ifunds for the support
of Clemson's baseball team.
Citizens of both towns are
warned to be on the watch
for him. He has no connection with the college in any
way.
The college has never taken
part in such activities. Any
person collecting money for
such an athletic fund is engaged in fraudulent solicitation and it is the desire of
the officials that he be immediately turned over to the
local police for prosecution.

At a recent meeting of the
local chapter of Phi, Psi, National
honorary Textile scholastic fraternity, W. H. Cutts, S. J. Craig,
and T. I. Stafford were selected
for memhership to the society.
Professor A. B. McKenna, associate professor of Weaving and
Designing, was chosen as an honorary memher.
INITIATION HBDD
The new pledges are men with
excellent scholastic records in
textile work. W. H. Cutts and
S. J. Craig, the juniors chosen,
are from Florence and Greenville
respectively. T. I. Stafford, who
was selected as the Honor Sophomore, is from Charleston. According
to an
announcement
from L. S. Duval, president of
the local chapter, the pledges
will receive the first degree of
membership tonight and will
wear the characteristic shuttles
for a two week period beginning International Index And New
York Times Index Aid
Friday morning.
It is
hoped
Research Facilities
that it can be arranged for the
new members to receive the
third degree of membership from
FILLS NEED
the Grand Council at the National Phi Psi meeting to be held in
Miss Corneila Graham, college
Charlotte in the near future. , librarian, has announced the addition of the International Index
to the library's other research
facilities.
This along with the
recent addition of the New York
Times Index .will bring the libray's collection of
reference
works of this type to a high level
Professors LaMaster, Elting, for college libraries.
300 PERIODICALS
And Cushman, Attend
The International Index lists
Dairy Discussion
the contents of about three hundred periodicals concerning themINTERESTING MEETING selves with social and natural
sciences, a third of which are
Continuing a series of feeding printed in foreign languages. It
schools conducted in various sec- is in the main scholarly material
tions of the state, the local re- and covers the period from 1907
presentatives attended a fourth to 1935.
of a series of classes in ColumThe other recent addition, the
bia last Tuesday.
New York Times index is a listCOLIJEGE REPRESENTATIVES ing of all news and feature artiRepresenting Clemson College cles carried by the New York
and the local branch of the South Times, America's foremost newsCarolina Experiment Station at paper.
Other reference indexes now
the meeting were Professor J. P.
LaMaster, head of the Dairy De- subscribed to by the college librpartment, Professor E. C- Elting, ary include the Reader's Guide
Associate professor of Dairying to Periodical Literature, Indusand Mr. C. G. Cushman, Exten- trial Arts Index, The Education
sion Dairy Specialist of the South Index, Agricultural Index, and
Carolina Extension Service sta- Book Review Digest.
tioned at Clemson.
It would take a combination
UNIQUE PROGRAM
The program began early in of treason, stupidity, conceit, and
the morning and consisted of vainglory to persuade any public
United
States
various lectures and discussions man that the
groups on phases of dairying in should become mixed up in war.
South Carolina.
Following
a Brisbane.
dinner in the Jefferson Hotel the
afternoon meeting was held and
Dost thou love life? Then do
consisted of demonstrative lec- not squander time, for that is
tures by Professor LeSMaster and the stuff life is made of.—Ben
Mr. Cushman.
jamin Franklin.

LIBRARY GETS NEW
REFERENCEJNDEXES

Clemson To Hold
Dairying Project

«

PINS AWARDED

ELECTED AT BANQUET

Formal initiation for four new
pledges to Gamma Alpha Mu,
honor English fraternity for writers, was held last
Thursday
evening at the home of Prof.
John Lane, faculty advisor of the
group. Pins were awarded to
Joe D. Kinard, senior and former
editor of the TIGER, J. L. Floyd,
senior, and B. T. Lanham, associate editor of the local paper. J.
D. Brown, graduate member of
the extension staff, was absent.
A formal dinner was served
and an informal discussion followed. In addition to the fraternity members, two guests attended. They were Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager,
and Mr. J. P- Lucas, new member
of the English faculty.
Jeweled pins were presented
the new members during the
course of the evening. Two of
the pins presented were donated
by interested parties, one by Dr.
P. S. McCollum, and one by Joe
Sherman, graduate memher of
the fraternity.

Tiger Track Stars
Fail At S. C. Meet

Ed Heap, junior baseball
star, who has donned the
uniform again this spring for
the first time in two years.
Heap, a varsity moundsman,
stayed out of college last
year.
He is expected to
play a prominent part in the
Tiger's diamond campaign
this year, being a neat batsman as well as a pitcher.

Seven Men Attend
Winthrop 4-H Meet
Executive Committee Of
State Farm Group Meets
At Rock Hill

The executive committee of the
Clemson 4H Club met with the
Winthrop 4H Club during the
past week-end to discuss plans
for a State Intercollegiate 4H
Conference. The assembly agreed
to hold the conference April 24,
25, and 26. The site of the meeting will be at Camp Long, in
Aiken County.
Those from Clemson, attending
the meeting were: W. A. King,
President of the Clemson 4H
Club; D. A. Shelley, J. R. Huff,
J. W. Jones, W- M. Epps, L. S.
Cloaninger, and O. H. Folk. Mr.
and Mrs. L. O. Clayton, also accompanied the Clemson delegation. Mr. Clayton is the AssistThe load becomes light which is ant State Agent for the Boys 4H
Clubs.
cheerfully borne.—Ovid.

Clemson's four entries in the
Southern conference indoor track
meet held last Saturday in the
Tin Can at Chapel Hill failed to
score a point. Duke won the
meet in a walk, and North Carolina was second.
Green, Tiger miler, finished
fifth in the mile run, one place
short of tallying. Folger, hurdler, went to the semi-finals in
the 70-yard low hurdles, but was
nosed out for the finals. Tribble
advanced to the semi-finals in
the 60-yard dash- McCoy was
eliminated in the first round of
the 60-yard dash.

At a recent meeting of the
Washington Chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association, Hugh E.
Phillips was elected president to
succeed J. A. McCrary. Cliff
Shaw was named first vice-president, J. P. Littlejohn, second
vice president,
William
A.
Thompson, treasurer, and Harry
Moulky, secretary.
GASQUE SPEAKS
The elections were held at a
club banquet at the University
Club in Washinton. The principal speaker of the occasion was
the honorable A. H. Gasque, congressman 'from South Carolina.
An address was also made by
Lieutenant J. A. Hollowell of the
United States Navy. Moving pictures of two Clemson football
games of the past season were
shown at the conclusion of the
speeches.
PHILLIPS POPULAR
Mr- Phillips, the new president,
is one of the most outstanding
graduates of the college. He is
the president of a large real estate firm, is a past president of
the famed Optimist Club, and is
the perennial vice-president of
the South Carolina Society.

LOCAL Y EXECUTIVE
TO SPEAK ON RADIO
Saturday morning at the regular Clemson College hour on
Station WAIM in Anderson, Mr.
J. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the local Young Men's
[Christian Association will deliver
an address on "The Religious
Work of the Clemson Y. M. C.
A."
DETAILED TALK
According to P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
YMCA, Cooper's talk will include
a detailed resume of many of the
activities sponsored by the local
Y in addition to the discussion
of the scheduled topic.

Now it's your turn to accept
P.A's. NO-RISK OFFER!

jafflwwa^

MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE

PULVERIZED

MASCOT
LIMESTONE

:$s

SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS UNDER NO-RISK OFFER
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

(Write for Information)
^

American Limestone Company
GENERAL BUILDING
WKreimmraKKMiaiH]^

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
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MARS MARCHES ON
IN OUR MAIL each week come letters from at least a half dozen scholastic
organizations for the promotion of peace.
A few of these communications are written by well-meaning idealists, the majority
by professional organizers who are earning a very comfortable living while ridding
the world of the curse of war.
The past few years have seen a vast
increase in pacifistic sentiment.
Huge
propaganda machines have swung into action, some of them legitimate, many a mild
form of racketeering. Through the medium of paid advertising and free space
granted by hard-pressed editors they have
painted a gory picture of the horrors of
the last war and the inconceivable terrors
of the next. This anti-war activity however, has been concentrated mainly in the
United States and England; the European
and Oriental nations have gone calmly
about the business of preparing for wholesale slaughter without a word of protest
from the pacifists.
It is sheer insanity for one nation to
attempt to enforce the doctrines of pacifism while her neighbors are arming to
the teeth and eyeing her territories and
possessions hungrily.
To be successful,
pacifism must be universal.
Recently the countless treaties and
pacts which were created after the last
war have been thoroughly scrapped. Ine
League of Nations has proved itself an impotent body of squabbling politicians. The
World Court has remained a nebulous
theory. There is at present no valid force
holding the nations of the world from
each other's throats except the fear of
each other's armaments.
An active war is going on in Africa.
Japan is chipping away bits of China with
one hand while she jabs at Russia s eastern domain with the other. All of the nations of western Europe are sounding the
war-drums; the international powder-keg
may well have blown up by the time this
appears in print.
We find it hard to understand how
any organization, no matter how high its
motives, can ask the government to disarm
at a time like this. It is like begging a
man to cancel his insurance when all his
neighbors' houses are on fire.
It is a sad truth that the only peace
the world has ever known has amounted
to a little more than a breathing spell between wars. Human beings, it seems, are
Incapable of preserving peace without the
heavy weight of military power behind
their diplomatic arguments. And the posession of that power seems to invariably
inflame the desire for conquest.
Perhaps in some future and more enlightened era we shall see^the nations of
the world living together in harmony. At
present such a condition is terribly remote.
We would like to believe that no_ truly
civilized person has an inborn desire to
slay his fellow man, but human psychology proves otherwise. No matter how repulsive that desire may be, the refusal to
recognize and prepare for it amounts to
little more than national suicide.

SOMEWHERE on the Educational Talk Of The Town
Appropriations Bill which is sent annually
to the House of Representatives of South SAGA
arrived on the campus
Carolina is the following item: G-7—Edu- theSpring
other day, bringing with it
cational Equipment, Clemson College. Six three robins and a letter from
years ago, this appropriation meant many a Mr. J. H. Templeton, who used
additional books in the Library each year, to be called 'Monk" when we
along with money for repairs, periodicals, went to school with him years
In the seventh grade, which
office supplies, etc. For the past five years, ago.
was the last time we saw him,
however, it has meant the purchase of Monk was the biggest boy in
supplies, periodicals, and repairs only. school and the toughest. We
What has happened to the fund for new were the damnedest little brat and
books? Since 1930 the country has un- in order to remain in one piece
cultivated Monk who defenddergone a heavy depression, from which we
ed us against all the people who
it has been slow in recovering.' The Treas- failed to see the humor in our
ury of South Carolina suffered losses dur- bright sayings. We sort of wisn
ing those years, and the educational in- we had him here. Anyway, the
stitutions of our state have lost much of letter told of the somewhat
their accustomed appropriations—with the checkered career Monk has followed since he departed our life
result that the libraries were among the to
join the navy- In the Canal
first to suffer in the attempt to relieve the Zone, where the USN sent him,
deficits in each college budget.
he was put in school, the very
The Clemson College Librarian, in at- thing he ran away from. Since
tempting to cope with this pressing prob- then he has been, among other
a radio announcer, reprelem, has resorted to the use of a rental things,
sentative of a candy company,
collection.
This portion of the Library and an insurance salesman. At
has brought in over $1000 since it was in- present.according to his own controduced four years ago, and this money fession, he's an author-humorist,
has been immediately turned into books. essayist, philosopher, and dryWe like to think of
Volumes which now repose on the Non- cleaner.
Monk pressing a pair of trousers
fiction Rental shelf should be in the library with one hand while he dashes
accessible to the students without charge, off a sonnet with the other. In
for most of them are valuable, up-to-date his letter he stated that he would
biographies, histories, etc. They are paid be glad to offer his versatile asanytime we wanted him
for in part by the Fiction Rentals, which sistance
to "write a poem, a song, a novel
bring in most of the lOc-per-week income, an editorial, or kidnap someand by certain sums extracted from the body." We never suspected that
our public included such ardent
Periodical Fund (again a sacrifice).
The extent and depth of the know- and willing admirers. We are
ledge gained by any student will depend touched.
TALK OF THE TOWN
to an extent on the amount of reference,
parallel, and collateral material which he SMALL FRY
In case Bag Murphy, who acan obtain from his library. It is certainly
deplorable when the teachers of certain grees with us that it's the top
who found it tucked away
courses at Clemson have to turn over to and
in the pages of Vanity Fair,
the Library for the use of their pupils hasn't told you yet we'd like to
books from their own collections for re- repeat here our nomination for
quired outside work, or bring the books the year's best story. A very
to the class-room and dole out to each stu- popular midget died and the day
the funeral the house was
dent one volume to read and report on. before
thronged with visitors who came
Again, it is sad to note that one of the to offer their sympathy to the
major departments here has not enjoyed tiny widow. All day long a
the use of new reference works for several steady stream of mourners passed through the room in which
years.
' '■' •
,
the
corpse lay. Late in the afWhat is to be done? In the past, a ternoon
an old friend of the
plea was made to the Alumni Association family was preparing to leave
and thence to each graduate, in the hope when the widow called to him.
of securing contributions. The result was "Did you leave the door open to
hardly gratifying, several men sending in the room where the body is?"
she asked. When the gentleman
small checks and one contributing a box replied
that he had, she very earof books. Other schools have used various nestly said, "Please run back up
promotional schemes to secure money, and close it. The cat's had him
eg., organization of a "friends of the li- downstairs three times today albrary" group; the sponsoring of reading ready."
TALK OF THE TOWN
programs and agitations for recreational
PREPAREDNESS
reading; and some have offered prizes
In these perilous and uncertain
for the "best student library" each year. times the only things which aren't
Of these, perhaps the "friends" group is liable to happen are the ones
the best} but all of them are in a sense which already have. In Europe
dictators are acting up on all
spectacular, and bear away from the more the
sides.
People everywhere are
serious purpose of the Library.
ready to blast forth at the drop
Unless an effective scheme for secur- of a crown. Everywhere, that is,
ing new and better books can be introduc- except the college campus. One
ed by some clear-minded thinker who has of the biggest faults of the educational system, it seems to us,
the interest of the student, the faculty, and is
stressing of preparedness
the college in mind, the responsibility for the
the expected. The rising rulseems to rest on the shoulders of the State ers of this troubled sphere
of South Carolina. If this year s Appro- should be trained, not to handle
priations Bill will give to the Library just the situations that harassed their
a part of the funds which it needs, the forefathers, but to fight their
way through those unforseen cafirst real step will have been made toward tastrophes which send the world
an improved Clemson College ^Jwspinning on down Lord Tenny-

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

*

Here's something new and different. Not ten
cents a dance' but a jitney, five cents, is charged
for general admission to the dances that are held
at 12:30 mid-day at the University of Denver. We
wonder when they eat. Contests to choose the
best couple are an added attraction. You certainly
get your money's worth.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

We have heard Love compared to everything
from lizards to ' itchings around the heart which
can't be scratched", but this time appendicitis.
"Love is like appendicitis; you never know when
nor how it is going to strike you—the only difference being that, after one attack of appendicitis
your curiosity is perfectly satisfied."
-COLLEGIATE PRESS-

A University of Colorado freshman, found
guilty of stealing a chemise ifrom the clothes line
in the back yard of the A. O. Pi House, was given
a suspended sentence when he pleaded that it was
his first slip.

son's ringing grooves- The mark
of an educated man should be
a lack of astonishment, an ability to take in his stride the new
and horrible problems that lurk
around every corner, including
the one behind which Mr. Hoover left prosperity. We offer to
the great minds of the world
this suggestion: Let every college
include in its curriculum a
course in which each day the
professor presents a new and
fantastic problem, the more improbable the better, for the students to solve. It would reduce
in part the awful shock the graduate receives when he is abruptly precipitated from the calm
haven of the campus to the illogically shifting world outside.
And it might even result in the
production, in some future era,
of a ruling class which could
never be caught with its guard
down.

OJCAR
__that Clyde Pennington may be
"Shot" to the boys, but to a
certain young woiking gal on the
campus he is none other than the
bold and mighty Sir Launcelot.
He receives poetry daily from
his fair damsel.
-OSCAR SAYS-

If the Army-Navy Veteran's
Sweepstakes turns out like some
of our profs hope March 24 will
be a gala day on the campus-OSCAR SAYS-

that Descombe Wells looked
just too ducky as he talked to
the band's sweetheart through
the guard-room window the other day and its a good thing for
Hjoltzy that he didn't get any
nearer.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Bob Pope's orchestra will
bring a dazzling little torchle
who just loves to dance with the
paying customers. Rat Hayes has
an option on the first no-break
but he refuses to consider any
offers.
OSCAR SAYS

that he is wondering if the
war department's latest gift to
the military department could be
Naramor's
infamous
Corporal
Jones.
OSCAR SAYS

that it's all right for the juniors to stop worrying about being
ousted from the army. The European situation will keep everybody in, even Macbeth Nathans.
OSCAR SAYS

that just for the sake of appearances Oscar sugests that the
senior demonstration company be
exempted from Friday parades.
Last week's flying wedge formation going by the reviewing stand
didn't help much.
OSCAR SAYS

that Octavus Roy Floyd made
a special trip to Greenville to
show off that new frat pin and
that he is back now just dying
to tell you all about it.
OSCAR SAYS

that Bowrat Otis
Morgan
swears his date for tomorrow's
dance is a double for Jean Harlow and that Oscar wants
to
know where the stag line forms.
OSCAR SAYS

that just to prove that you
don't have to be a member of
the CDA to get your name in this
space, Oscar notes that Red Phillips name is no longer in its
usual place on the dance list next
to S. W. Wise. It was replaced
by Woodward, not Otey.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Dank Page has a rival
for the title Clemson's long-hair
king in Bruce Salley who has his
removed in installments. Local
barbers have suggested that the
boys stay up during Spring Holidays and have a good job done.
OSCAR SAYS

.-that Harold Lewis is trying to
write a few more lines on that
page he tore out of Billie Cannon's life at Myrtle Beach last
summer.
OSCAR SAYS

__that Oscar is cut to the quick
because the Winthrop -paper has
fired its Maid in Uniform, whose
column always reminded him of
bulletin issued by the Clemson
^Chamber of CommerceOSCAR SAYS

—

—that ice is forming in Gill's
heart now that Dora has departed these parts, taking with her
all of his room-mate Carson's
movable articles.
She is coming back for Taps though—with
a truck.
OSCAR SAYS

—that Oscar repeats his warning
to all the gigolos. Tomorrow
night is a field day for the beef
and brawn boys and the bed is
still the safest place after the
It (rumor) has a hundred ton- dance dies.
gues, a hundred mouths, a voice of
iron.—Virgil.
(Continued on-/ page five)
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TIGERS WIN BY 20-0 Dad Brown Named On All-Southern
IN SPRINGJRACTICE Second Team As Raleigh Meet Ends
Erskine Downed By Local
Eleven In Surprise Practice Game On Saturday

1/

STREAK SHINES
In a regulation practice football game on Riggs Field last
Saturday, the Clemson varsity
gridders defeated the Erskine
eleven, 20-0.
SLOW START
The Bengals were off to a
slow start, and they were barely
able to eke over a tally a few
seconds before the half ended,
as Saunders bucked it across the
final strip with five seconds remaining in the first period "Dusty" McConnell converted the extra point
with
a well-placed
kick. The Tiger's second touchdown was made by "Dusty"
Wiles on a beautiful buck from
the five-yard marker. "Streak"
Lawton contributed the thrill of
the afternoon, as he scooped an
Erskine pass from the air just
before it touched the ground and
successfully manuevered his way
across the goal line sixty yards
away. A pass, Berry to iShuford,
was good for the extra point,
ending the scoring for the day.

DAVIDSON STUDENTS
HOLD SERVICE HERE Local Basketeer Honored For
Next Sunday afternoon at the
regular Sunday afternoon and
night Vesper services, a delegation representing the Young Men's
Christian Association at Davidson College will be in charge of
the program.
FIVE DELEGATES
According to P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the Y,
Davidson will be composed of
the
delegation
representing
five men headed by Harvey Glass,
president of the Davidson Young
Men's Christian Association.
TWO PROGRAMS
The program delivered in the
afternoon will be repeated again
immediately after supper.
The
two programs according to Mr.
Holtzendorff will consist of talks
by the members of the deputation team and several musical selections.
A philosophy is the house of the
mind and no two philosophies can be
alike because no two minds are alike.
—Havelock Ellis.
A cheerful look makes a dish a
feast.—Herbert.

Performance In N.C. State
Tournament Game

W&L PLACES THREE
At the termination of the
Southern conference cage tourney
last Saturday night, Tom Brown
brilliant Tiger guard, was chosen
for a guard berth on the second
all-conference team by the coaches, officials, and sports writers.
Tom only participated in one
contest, as the Bengals were eliminated in the initial round;
however, he played superbly in
this one game, especially on defense as he retrieved the ball off
the backboard time after time.
OTHER SELECTIONS
First team:
Forwards—Pette, W| & L, and
Buscher, Maryland.
Center—Spessard, W & L.
Guards—Her, W| & L, and McCachren, N. C.
Second team:
Forwards—Bershak, N. C. and
Carson, W! & L.
Center—Willis, Maryland.
Guards—Ruth, N. C- and Tom
Brown, Clemson.

FIVE

Oscar Says MANY ALUMNI JOIN

LOCAUPTAY ORDER

(Continued from page four)
OSCAR SAYS

—

that Rat Emerson has become Grads From AH Parts Of
Lander conscious on two counts
World Swell Membership
and is hiring a secretary to take
Of Secret Order
care of his mail. One original
and one carbon copy.
OSCAR SAYS
162 MEMBERS
__that it's getting a little diffiThe Secret Order of Iptay, just
cult lately to tell whether Roma
McDevitt is a Furman co-ed or ending its second year of organia yard-engine, and
whether zation, wishes Clemson alumni to
George Chaplin is grad or a stu- know that the membership roll
has climbed to a total of 162
dent.
OSCAR SAYS
Iptay members and that a camthat Bocelli has joined Lawton paign to enroll new members will
and the boys in the perennial be under way in the near future.
ALUMNI CLUB
chase of the Kress co-eds. Other
The Order of Iptay now has
recruits are expected any minute.
among its members Clemson alumni in all sections of the coun'33 GRAD IN GA.
H. M. Rogers, graduate in Me- try and even across the waters
chanical Engineering in 1933 in France. Rapidly the organiand Special Textiles in 1935, was zation is gaining a foothold and
formerly with the Ware Shoals promises to be one of the most
Manufacturing Co., and is now constructive and instrumental
with the Muscogee Manufactur- moves ever made by Clemson
alumni.
ing Co., Columbia, Georgia.
Clemson graduates and Clemson friends who do not know of
ROGERS TRANSFERS
H. L. Rogers, who graduated the Iptay Order may secure fullin Textile Engineering 1933, and information by writing G. H.
had been associated with
the Dunlap, Bengal Tiger of the OrBelton Mills, S. C, is now with der, care of Box B, Clemson.
»
the Bibb Manufacturing Co., CoPatronize Tiger Advertisers
lumbia, Georgia.
© 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, N. C.
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For Digestions Sake-.smoke Camels
Smoking Camels Helps to Ward Off Indigestion
Caused by the Breathless Pace of Modern Living
Faster—faster—faster goes the modern rush. People are "always on the
go." No wonder indigestion visits
so many from time to time. People
can't seem to pause for proper eating. But here's one simple step every
one can take! Smoke Camels for the

sake of the positive beneficial effect
Camels have upon digestion. Camels
stimulate andpromote natural processes of digestion. And above all,
with their matchless blend ofcostlier
tobaccos, Camels bring a supreme
enjoyment of mildness and flavor.

JSMSSKSS-SS

Modern life in one of its most attractive phases
—the beautiful Trianon Room (above) at the
Ambassador in New York. Louis, maitre d'hotel
at this celebrated dining place, says: "Our guests
come to the Trianon Room from New York and

from all over the country. It is interesting to see
how they agree in preferring Camels. Those who
enjoy dining here also appreciate the delicate
flavor of the finer tobaccos in Camels. Camels
are an overwhelming favorite at our tables."
WSSgSSv:
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PLANS GO RAPIDLY FORWARD
TIGER SERVICE
FOR NEW UNIFORM OVERCOAT
STATION
Junior Class Prepares Specifications For Submission
To Board Of Trustees

The Music Goes
'Round

LEWIS IN CHARGE
The first shot at this kind of
thing in last week's issue was received quite favorably by many
so if you like it we like to give
it to you.
Our dear Koffee Kate Smith
is to blossom forth with a mammoth show come Sunday evening
March 15, over a Columbia Network from 8 to 9 p. m. Cooperating with Kate on this feature
will be 'Doc" Rockwell, Boh
Burns, and Block and Sully in
the comedy line, Dick Powell and
James Melton, vocalists, Eva LeGallienne, distinguished actress,
"The Goldbergs," and Jack Miller's band, Clicquot Club Eskimos, Raymond Paige's Orchestra,
A&P Gypsies, and the Romany
Singers. Listeners will be reached through 39 CBS outlets in the
east and middle west. Don't
miss it.
The Wheel of Fortune and its
ring master who entertain with
their Sabbath amateur hour have
been catching the very devil
from one of the better known
publications of late.
It seems
that the Major is being accused
of nothing short than stealing
candy from babies and wrecking
home life.
One of the stories told is about the "Trenton Night." One
of the Major's units was in the
New Jersey town on a certain
day not long ago and he was with
them.
The whole population
turned out to hear Mr. Bowes
make his speech of appreciation
for having a street named after
him—"Major Bowes Avenue."
The program was broadcast and
then the Major was carted off to
a banquet. The next day one
of the city trucks drove up and
loaded the artificial lamp post
on the corner and replaced the
original
street nameplate.
A
newspaper man investigated the
situation and found that the
Huff, Godfrey, Brown, And "beautiful street" that the Major
had spoken of was only one block
Hendricks To Attend Atlong with 'the armory on one side
lanta Physicist's Conand
a dirty canal on the other.
vention
Nevertheless the dials are still
According to an announcement being turned to catch the gong.
from the Physics
Department,
WE SUGGEST
Professor W. E. Godfrey, Dr. H.
Variety: Thursday: Rudy ValM. Brown, Dr. L. D. Huff, and
Dr. J. C. Hiendricks will represent lee with Frank Fay (8 pm-NBC)
Bing Crosby and Bob Burns (10
Clemson at the annual meeting
of the Southeastern Association pm-NBC.)
Friday: Hollywood Hotel with
of Physicists which will be held
at Georgia Tech March 13 and Dick Powell (9 pm-CBS).
Saturday: Shell Chateau (9:30
14.
pm-NBC).
TALKIES FEATURED
Sunday: Maj. Bowes Family
One of the principal features
of the meeting will be the pre- (11:30 am-NBC); Jack Benny
(7pm-iNBC); Phil Baker and Hal
sentation of a series of talking
motion pictures
for
teaching Kemp (7:30 pm-CB'S).
Monday: Grace Moore (9:30Physical Science as used at the
University of- Chicago. This in- NBC).
Tuesday: Glen Gray (9 pm-CB
teresting exhibition will be conducted by Dr. Rudrick of Vander- S).
Wednesday: Burns and Allen
<bilt University. It is expected
that this new method of present- (8:30 pm-CBS); Fred Allen (9
ing Physics to a class will en- pm-NBC).
lighten the instructors' task of Dance: Thursday: Horace Heimaking clear to pupils certain of dt, (10 pm-CBS); Lombardo (11
■the harder phases of Physics. pm-CBS).
Friday: Red Nichols
(8:30The leading address at the convention will be delivered by NBC); Fred Waring (9:30-NBC); Richard Himber with Frank
President D. G. Hoxton of the Parker (10 pm-CBS); Anson
University of "Virginia.
Weeks (11:15 pm-WGN).
Saturday: Al Roth (2 pm-CBS); Hit Parade (8 pm-NBC).
Rubinoff (9 pm-NBC); Freddie
Martin (11 pm-WGN.
Sunday: Paul Whiteman (9:45-NBC).
Monday: Guy Lombardo (8 pm
Last night a third of a series
of faculty socials was sponsored CBS).
Tuesday: Wayne King (8:30by the executives of the local
NBC);
Ben Bernie (9 pm-NBC);
Young Men's Christian Association at which more than a hun- Fred Waring (9:30 pm-CBS).
dred guests were present. These Wednesday: Irene Beasley with
socials are given to faculty mem- Clyde Lucas (8 pm-NBC); Waybers and the members of their ne King (8:30 pm-NBC); Eddie
Duchin (11 pm-NBC.)
families.
News:
Monday, Wednesday,
Those attending the social included the faculty members of Friday: (7:30 pm-NBC); Edwin
the School of General Science, C. HillEvery week day: 6:45 pm CNthe Military Department,
the
Business
and
Administrative BC), Lowell Thomas; 7:45 pm
staffs, the Coaches and the em- (CBS), Boake Carter.
Tuesday: 10:30 pm (NBC),
ployed Secretaries of the local
Jimmy Fidler.
YMCA and their families.
—T uner-Inner.
Following an informal gathering in the club rooms of the YMA generous heart repairs a slanCA from 8 to 9 refreshments
were served the
group after derous tongue.—Homer.
which they were the guests of
The man that loves and laughs
the Y at the picture "The Man
must surely do well.—Pope.
Who Knew Too Much."
With, the arrival of a working
model, the Junior Uniform Committee has taken definite steps in
designing the overcoat for the
proposed adoption by the college
to take the place of the present
mackinaws.
ROWLAND SUBMITS SAMPLE
The sample was made up by
■the William G. Rowland Company of Philadelphia and was
submitted to the committee by
Mr. Rowland on Monday. The
coat is of navy blue material and
is cut along military lines. The
coat is to have an inverted pleat
the length of the back and will
be half belted; it will fit tight
at the waist and flare slightly at
the bottom, hanging about twelve
inches above the round. The
pockets are to be without flaps
and will be set at an angle with
an opening in the left pocket for
officers' sabre chains. It has been
suggested that the metal buttons
be of a better quality than those
used at present on the blouses.
The cost of the proposed coat
will run ahout six dollars more
than the mackinaw.
CORPS APPROVES
The committee has submitted
■this sample to the juniors, sophomores, and freshmen, and the
suggestions for changes that have
been received have been filed and
will be worked over. The plans
for the final make-up will be resubmitted at a later date for the
approval to the college uniform
board.
If approved by the uniform
board the adoption will then be
left up to the Board of Trustees.
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Prompt, Efficient, Courteous
Service

PHILADELPHIA

Your Patronage Appreciated fSllMli3agrag]iggragK^^
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Four Professors
Attend Meeting

Faculty Members
Feted By YMCA
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Excess of Acidity of Other Popul ar Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes
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PROPER AGING
: Tobacco in its natural state is harsh and strong.
Though "cured" by the grower before sale,
it is unsuited for use without further aging.
During this aging period (which ranges in
the case of Lucky Strike from \XA to 3 years)
important changes occur. These "Nature"
changes result in the partial "smoothing out"
of the original harsh qualities of the leaf.
Our process of manufacture carries these
improvements many steps further — as
every Lucky Strike Cigarette exemplifies:
A Light Smoke of rich, ripe-bodied tobacco.

LUCKIES ARE LESS ACID!
Recent chemical tests show* that other
popular brands have an excess of acidity over Lucky Strike of from 53% to 100%,
'RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL
LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH GROUPS

IT'S TOASTED"-Your throat protection
- against irritation - against cough
Copyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
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SEVEN

BENGALS DEFEATED Six Teams Join Palmetto Loop;
Tigers Meet Michigan State First
BY STATE IN FINAL
Furman And Wofford Drop
Golfing Vet
PERIODJFJOURNEY
Out Of State League;

From The Press Box
By Bob Cheves

n0t Crying over spilled milk
neverTheSTe
nevermeiess we are**™™
are going t^
to say ^
a few words about the Tieer <•»«:
Sf^nnT 1° ?" °vState ln the first *ame <>f the tourney Jus"to £1
It off our chest. Yes, it was really a tough one to lose especially
Seventeen Games
under the circumstances. The Tigers went to the meet with serous Tigers Lose Out In Southern
f WinniDg they gave theIr be8t and
Scheduled
Conference Tournament
32-31 To Wolfpack
?
H7 I61*6 g?lng *° live UP t0 their aspirations. Kitchen's goal
Placed the Benga Is ahead at the beginning of the extra period, B!S
PROMISING SOPHS
a d Flythe sewed
up by sinkin
Ih« ™ ?
^
?
"
S
a
foul
shot
i^
BRYCE
LEADS
'At a meeting of South Caroof . ™no! f CrdS wtbf COntest We hated t0 K»eby the marg n
*l£Allled technical foul; however the official was justified in Ma
lina Coaches Monday, at Clinton,
Staging a last half rally, the
decision, and we hold no grudges.
the state baseball loop was orBengal cagers played the highly
GREAT SUCCESS
ganized including six schools.
favored N. C. State Red Terrors
The tournament was a great
Furman and Wofford have dropto a 29-29 tie in their first game
success, and we witnessed some
ped from the league for the curof the Southern conference cage
of the best brand of ball that we
rent
season but will participate
tourney,
only
to
lose
in
the
extra
have ever seen. We wished you
March SO—Michigan
State,
again next year.
fracas, 32-31.
could have been with us to see
Clemson
Trailing by eight points at the
CLEMSON STARTS PRACTICE
North Carolina stage their brilApril 3, Georgia, Clemson
halfway
mark, the Tigers put on
Clemson's 1935 championship
liant comeback in the last half
April 4—Georgia, Clemson
a rally which Spearman climaxteam started official
practice
of their final game with W&L,
April 10—Erskine, Due West
ed shortly 'before the
contest
Tuesday, although for the past
as they overcame a 16 point marApril 11—Erskine, Clemson
ended when he looped one from
few weeks the potentials have
gin to win the conference with
Ipril 16—Univ. of Cincinnati,
outside
the foul circle. Kitchens
been limbering stiff muscles and
four points to spare. The crowd
Clemson
placed the Bengals in front at
preparing for the more serious
went wild as Carolina tied the
April 17—P. C, Clemson
Sammy Dean, head otf this
•the beginning of the extra perigrind at the hands of Coach
score for the first time with 90
April 20—The Citadel, Clemyear's golf team, is the only
Neely.
od; however a goal by Berry
seconds remaining before the
son
vet to return to the fold as
tied
the
count
for
State,
and
The season will open March,
«ame was over. It was like one
April 21—The Citadel, Clemthe lads begin practice for
Flythe sank a 'free throw to
30, when the Tigers meet Michiof these story book games come
son
the coming seasonDean
place the Carolinians one tally
gan State on Riggs field.
to life, and the White Phantoms
April 24^—So. Carolina, Cohas been a member of the
ahead. The gun caught the TigSOPHS MAKE BEDS
really deserved
their second
lumbia
varsity squad for the past
era
frantically
trying
to
score.
Several
promising candidates
straight title.
By the way, if
April 28—P. C, Clinton
three years and is rated as
Bryce paced the
Clemson
come from last year's freshman
you remember, we prophesied
May 1—N. C State, Clemson
a top-flight collegiate toursharpshooters with ten points,
squad.
Prichard, Bocelli, and
that the Carolinians would win
May 5—So. Carolina, Clemnament player.
and Flythe and Aycock led the
AJ Folger, all sophomores, will
son
the championship in our column
winners with 10 and 8 tallies,
make bids for infield positions.
in last week's issue.
May 8—Georgia, Athens
McCOY TO CONDUCT
respectively.
The last year's outfield will reMay 9—Georgia, Athens
GLANCING AHEAD
SPRING INSPECTION main intact, manned by Hinson,
Tom Brown, Clyde Pennington,
May 11—Newherry, Clemson
Shore, and Pennington. HeyHarry Shore, Pete Spearman,
DANIEL, JONES TO IVA
May
13—Newberry,
Newward
will also see much service
(Continued
from
page
one)
»
berry
and Clarence Bice have played
Dr. D. W. Daniel and Coach
at stopping the long ones.
their last game of basketball for
Bob Jones attended the Ladies
Croxton will he on the mound
Clemson, and they will be sorely
Night Banquet of the Lions Club a war strength company will be
missed next year, for the Bengals
at Iva on Tuesday of this week. another feature of the two-day alternating with Ed Heap, who
inspection. This company is to played as a sophomore but did
will be facing more difficult opnot attend school last year. Abe selected at a later date.
tiosition next season. W&L and
The world is as large as the
gain "General" Lee will be beCLEMSON'S
RATING
V. P. I. will have their same
range of one's interests. A narThe Clemson Corps has always hind the catcher's mitt.
No. 1 teams back next winter
row minded man has a narrow
with the exception of one player. Cooper Announces Recondi- outlook. The walls of his world shown up exceptionally well in
these inspections by officers of
tioning Of Greens And
They tell us that South Carolina
A generous heart repairs a slanshut out the broader horizon of the Fourth Corps Area,
and
will have the same team back,
Fairways By Golf Club
affairs. Prejudice can maintain should continue to hold its "ex- derous tongue.—Homer.
and Duke and Maryland will
walls that no invention can re- cellent" status
among
ROTO
have the same ones with the exThe man that loves and laughs
TWO-DOLLAR FEE
move.—Joseph Jastrow.
units.
ception of two men. Mac Berry
must surely do well.—Pope.
will be with the N. C. Staters
According to J. Roy Cooper the
for two more years, and North Clemson College golf course has reCarolina will have its two bril- ently been overworked and is now
liant sophomore flashes, Bershak in excellent condition for those who
and Ruth, to fall upon for a are interested in using it for praccouple of seasons yet.
tice workouts.
RECONDITIONED
BOXERS FINISH
The local green located in the
Coach Davis will not be the
only one looking for newcomers sheep pasture on the eastern edge
next winter, as Bob Jones will of the campus has for the past sebe on the lookout for four men veral months been in the process of
to take the places of Captain reconditioning under the direct suHenley, Dawson, Kissam, and pervision of Cooper and members
Williams.
These familiar faces of the Clemson College Golfing
will be missed, and their vacan- Club. All work has been completed
ci«s
win be
De hard
nara to fill;
nil; never
never- on tne grounds and Cooper reports
cies will
theless Coach Jones is optimistic /tnat '* wiu °Pen throughout the sumover the prospects of some of the ' mer#
FEES QUOTED
Rats, and there is a chance that
The announcement of green fees
something may turn up in the
was also made by the local Golfintra-mural eliminations.
ing Club the first of the week. For
NOT THEIR FAULT
We were sorry that the Ben- those who wish to have access to
gal swimmers were unable to at- the grounds for a period of not
tend the conference meet in Dur- more than six months the fee will
ham last week as they had plan- be $2.00 and for those who wish to
ned; however, illness limited our use the course occassionally the fee
possible number of participants will be twenty cents a day.
to a mere three, and these three
discovered too late that they RIFLE TEAM FIRES
FOR HEARST PRIZE
would not be able to arrive in
Fresh Shipment
BLITZ _ SHOE POLISH
time for the preliminaries. We
NO R.R I S
The
Clemson
Rifle
Team
will
BON AMI
LAVA SOAP
feel sure that we would have
Fine Candies
ranked high in the scoring if we participate this week in the naAll the Things You Need to
Mail Your Girl a Box Today
could have had our full strength tional competition for the Hearst
Clean Up for Inspection
present. Lack of practice handi- Trophy presented annually by
William
Randolph
Hearst,
procapped our track entries in the
Indoor meet at Chapel Hill. As minent newspaper publisher.
The Tigers are conceded exIt was, though, with only two
weeks of conditioning, Green, our cellent chances for winning this
The team
crack miler, finished fifth in this year's competition.
49 Cents Buys
Mi 31 ANTISEPTIC
event against first class opposi- recently won seventh place in'
72. Sheets Paper
tion. As • you know, it takes a the fourth corps area, a decided
KLENZO ANTISEPTIC
50 Envelopes
considerable amount of training improvement over last year.
49 Cents Full Pint
EIGHTEEN
MATCHES
to have a distance runner in
Medford Fine Stationery
Keep
Off That Spring Cold
Eighteen telegraphic matches
shape. Mac Folger made a very
creditable showing, and some ob- have been fired to date, and one
servers say that they thought he shoulder to shoulder matchJ. M. Wall is captain of this
placed second, but there must
year's team. S. M. Littlejohn is
have been a slip-up somewhere.
coach and D. B. Stone is managHERE AND THERE
It is reliably rumored that er.
Lawrence Buscher, football guard
The majority of men employ
who remained out of school this
year on account of a hand in- the first portion of their life in
jury, will be back in his playing making the other portion wretchtogs next fall . . • We have notic- ed-—La Bruyere.
ed a new spirit of willingness on
NOTICE
the football field during Spring
drills . . . We see where conAll cadets who intend
struction has begun on Furman's
signing up for the intranew stadium . . . Bowman Field
P. S. McCOLLUM, President
mural boxing eliminations
has been crowded every afterare cautioned that tomorrow
noon lately with cadets playing
is the last day to register.
playground ball . . . It's a great
Students may enter by givgame, and more students seem
ing their names and weights
to take an interest in it than
to Fred Kirchner, "Rubber"
any other intra-mural sport . . .
Dawson, or Captain Cliff
>*
$
Henley.
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LOOK FOR YOUR NAME ON THE MIRROR OF OUR

SODA FOUNTAIN

Two cadet names posted at 4 o'clock each day—
If your name appears you are our guest—Your
favorite drink at our Soda Fountain FREE
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EIGHT

DOCTOR NUSBAUM
TO BEASS0C1ATE
Dr. J. C. Nusbaum Elected
Associate Plant Pathologist For Experiment
Station
According to an announcement
from Bean .R A. McGinty of the
School of Agriculture Dr. C. J.
Nusbaum arrived at Clemson the
first of the week to cover the
duties of Associate Plant Pathologist and is at present connected
•with the South Carolina Experiment Station and Department of
Botany.
Dr. Nusbaum comes to Clemson directly from the University
of Wisconsin where he received
his degrees and where he has
been stationed for the past several years as Associate Plant Pathologist.
Dr. Nusbaum received his undergraduate training at the State
College of Agriculture of Oregon
and later entered the University
of Wisconsin where he received
his Ph D degree.
He is to work with plant diseases effecting cotton and other
major crops of the state including many of the vine crops. Dr.

TEXTILE CLUB TAPS
EIGHT NEW PLEDGES
At the last bi-monthly meeting of
the Weaving and Designing Club,
eight new members were elected for
the spring session,
EIGHT TAPPED
The students who were tapped
are: T. I. Stafford, A. C. Verner,
J. C. Shell, A. S. Sanders; A. L.
Sanders, W. H. Goodson, W. J.
Crenshaw, and C. C. Frye. These
men will undergo an informal initiation for a period of two weeks,
which will be followed by a formal
ceremony.
i
The local organization is a result
of a desire to promote fellowship
among students studying designing.
Membership is open to all Weaving
and Designing students.
♦
SPORTS SUMMARY
The standing of the idle
Tiger tank team remained
unchanged as the only active sport on the Clemson
program.
STANDING
Won Lost Percent
Swimming 2
2
.500
THIS WEEK
(No sports scheduled)

Intramural Boxing
Draws Many Fans
Over Thirty-Five Cadets Now
Working Out For Participation In Tournament

THURSDAY,
Don't let us make imaginary
evils, when you know we have
so many real ones to encounter.
—Goldsmith.
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It is far more difficult to keep1
wealth than to accumulate It.—
Andy Mellon.

When you see a man in disA cheerful look makes a dish a tress, know him for a fellowman.
feast.—Herbert.
Seneca.
6tB<«EaaragEaatti>«^ifcB^^

BEGINS SOON

Compliments of

Approximately thirty-five cadets have been holding daily and
nightly workouts at the Field
House under the supervision of
the varsity pugilists in preparation for the intra-mural boxing
eliminations which will be held
sometime in the future.
Interest in the coming tourney wffiBaagMBfflaHMKlKMim^^
has been running high and plenty of good fights are foreseen, ffEfl^a^sisEa;^^
especially in the lighter weights.
Every day finds more students
USE
signing up, and a large number
is expected to be on hand when
the eliminations ' get underway.
No date has been set for the
starting round, but ample time
\JPORTLAND CEMENT!/
will he given for the hoxers to
get in condition.
Coach Jones has definitely anManufactured COWAN, TENNESSEE
nounced that silver boxing glove
charms will be presented the
In all concrete construction
Nushaum and his family are to winners in the different weights.
meets standard specifications
occupy the apartment recently
vacated by Professor John B.
taw>aMHifeirtisiareiaaiigiig^^
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
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CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

fUMBERLANn

C Tor centuries the world has gone
to the Near Eastfor its flavors and
aromas and spices.

... and today Chesterfield imports thousands of bales of tobacco from Turkey
and Greece to add flavor and fragrance
to Chesterfield Cigarettes.
Turkish tobacco is expensive. The
import duty alone is 35 cents a pound.
But no other place except Turkey and

< 1

Greece can raise tobacco of this particular aroma and flavor.
This Turkish tobacco, blended
with our own American tobaccos in
the correct proportions to bring out
the jiner qualities of each tobacco,
helps to make Chesterfields outstand-

1

ing for mildness andfor better taste.

for mildness
.. for better taste
1936.
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